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The heart of the network is a number of closely—spaced short—
range 3—D radars which communicate with one another to share infor-
mation about target tracks. All radars in the network are assumed
to employ sophisticated data processing techniques to process tar-
get reports , with the resulting information communicated to all radars
in the network through a grid of connnuriication links. Each radar in
the network will maintain a complete file of track reports for all
targets seen by the network. The communication links used will also
be available for other communications , command and control purposes.

A variety of algorithms which may be used in the network are
discussed , and some of the main problems to be faced in developing
the network are pointed out.
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ADVANCED FORWARD AREA TACTICAL RADAR NETWORK
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John Spragins
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Oregon State University
Corvall is, Oregon 97531”

INTROD UCTION

This report describes an advanced tactical radar network which is being

studied by tne Air Force. The network is still in initial planning stages,

under the responsibility of the Advanced Planning Office, ~1eadquarters Elec-

tronic Systems Division (AFSC), Hanscom Air Force Base , Massachusetts. In

addition to conversations with representatives of this office , the author has

based this report on information about the proposed network learned during the

summer of 1976 while he was stationed at Hanscom Air Force Base under the

USAF/ASEE Summer Faculty Research Program [l} as well as on work he did during

the summer of 1977 under AFOSR Grant No. 77-3339, Architectural Considerations

for Radar Networks as a continuation of the Summer Faculty Research work . The

report is an interim report under the grant , summarizing results obtained during

full-time employment on the project during July and August 1977 . ‘. final report ,

to be completed by June 30, 1973, will also contain results obtained during
p

part-time work , by the author and at least one of his students , during the

197- 3 academic year .

Although this report contains a fairly detailed description of the overall

ne twork , its emphasis is on problems involved in development of a suitable corn-

munications protocol for the network since this has been the primary focus of

the author ’s work . It should be recognized that conclusions reached here are

tentative in nature and that other approaches may be considered as well. Never-

theless , a reasonably detailed description of some algorithms which appear feasible

should be useful at this time .



GENERAL OVERVIEW OF NETWORK

The heart of the proposed radar network is a number of short-range 3-D

radars which communicate with one another to share information about target

tracks. The radars are spaced fairly closely together (a nominal distance between

radars might be on the order of 30 miles) to assure continuous coverage of low

flying aircraf t . Al though most of the discussion here will treat the radars as

if they are at fixed locations, a large percentage of them should probably be

reasonably mobile (to maximize survivability under enemy attack). The assumption

made here , though, is that most radars would move only occasionally, with essen-

tially all radars stationary during normal operations .

All radars in the network will be assumed to employ sophisticated data pro-

cessing techniques (comparable to those techniques used by Lincoln Laboratory ’s

‘loving Target Detector, MTD [2], or RADC ’ s Dig ital Coded Radar , DCR) to process

target reports. In addition , each radar site will be assumed to contain a local

processor capable of utilizing the target reports it generates from its own

radar returns together with information it receives over communication links

from other radars , to generate and update system wide track reports. General

descriptions of the type of information that might be used for generating and

updating track reports are given later . New algorithms for tracking targets ,

significantly different from any currently in use, will need to be developed ,

however. A contract for a study to determine and define the requirements for

track-associated data processing was being negotiated by ESD at the time this

report was being written [3], with the contract awarded to General Research Cor-

poration , Santa Barbara , CA , while the report was undergoing final revisions.

Figure 1 is a sketch of one possible “ideal” configuration for a portion

of the radar network . The diamond-shaped grid configuration shown could be the

nominal network configuration aimed for in a particular situation , or some other 

~~~~~~-



configuration, such as a t~iart gular or hexagonal grid mi ght be preferred . In

an actual tactical situation, however, a regular grid configuration of the type

sketched will not be achievable (due to terrain irregularities, accessabili ty

of various possible radar locations, enemy actions and similar factors), so the

actual configuration is more likely to be similar to that in Figure 2. (Never-

theless, idealized configurations such as that in Figure 1 are useful, at least

at this stage of network planning , for ini tial rough calculations of network

communications requirements and target tracking capabilities.) Important factors

to note in Figures 1 and 2 are that each radar site is connected by communication

links to several of its nearest (or more accessible via the communication facili-

ties used) neighbors . Both Figures 1 and 2 are drawn under the assumption that

each site is able to communicate with at least four other sites , a number which

currently seems reasonable.

The type of communication links which will be used between nodes have not

yet been specified. Current candidates inc lude microwave, troposcatter, satel-

lite , and packet or spread spectrum radio links. In addition , other possibilities

such as optical fibers could be u t i l i zed  for at least a few of the l inks .  The

primary type of communication links visualized by the author during preparation

of this report has been microwave radio links using narrow-beam antennas (one

antenna per link at each s i te)  since this type of l ink seems to be feasible and

to have definite ECM advantages ( i . e . ,  it should be d i f f i cu l t  to jam e f fec t ive ly ) .

Very li ttle , if any, of the material following is dependent upon use of this type

of communications links , though , and all of the possibilities listed , and some

not listed , should be investigated.

One of the primary functions of the communication links indicated in Figures

1 and 2 is to send track reports back and forth among the radars in the network
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so that each radar has a complete file of track reports for all targets currently

being tracked by the network. A large part of this report is devoted to discus-

sing some simple algorithms for passing such reports back and forth .

Since the netted radars are to be primarily in the forward area (close to

the Forward Edge of the Battle Area, FEBA) , the ir functions would be in some

ways similar to the functions of current Forward Air Control Post (FACP) radars .

The netted radar system is expected to be far more flexible and powerfu l than

the current FACP , though . In addition to performing a number of functions not

accomplished by any elements of the current Tactical Air Control System (TACS)

[4], the netted system would perform a number of functions currently performed

by other levels of the TACS hierarchy besides the FACP . In particular , most of

the more important functions of the current Contro l and Reporting Post (CRP)

would be performed .

Figures 1 and 2 only i l lus t ra te  radar nodes in the network and the communi-

cation links interconnecting them. A number of other types of nodes , wh ich may

or may not be directly associated with radar systems , can also be expected to be

attached to the network . These include nodes which exercise some type of contro l

over the network (especially during time periods when nodes are added to or removed

from the network--during other periods the current goal is to make d i f fe ren t  nodes

as autonomous as possible) . Other elements connected to the net nay correspond to

other levels of a TACS type of architecture , including various command and contro l

types of elements , up through centers corresponding to the current Tactical Air

Control Center (TACC) . Interconnection of the network with airborne systems such

as the E3-A will also need to be provided. If the system developed has sufficient

communications capaci ty ,  there are strong arguments for us ing network communicat ions

for still other purposes such as relaying data from some type of Aircraft Contro l

elements out to distribution facilities actually in contact with aircraft on the



other side of the FEBA (possibly JTIDS , or similar distribution stations [5]).

F igure 3 is a sketch of a system similar to that in Fi gure 2 , but with a number

of additional nodes added.

PROJECTED FORM FOR TRACK REPORTS

A variety of types of information can be expected to flow through the radar

network , including messages sent from certain of the specialized nodes discussed

in the previous paragraph to other nodes. The different message types can be

expected to require different types of message handling routines, with informa-

tion in a message header ut i l ized by the system to identify the message types.

The primary focus of the network study so far has been on dissemination and

use of radar track reports. Hence , more work on ident i fying the types of informa-

tion which should be contained in messages has been devoted to radar track messages

than to any other types of messages . .\lso , the number of radar track messages

sent throughout the network w i l l  probably be considerably greater than the

numbers of messages of any other type. The author suspects that it w i l l  turn

out to be reasonable to f i t  most , if not all , other messages in to  a message

format designed primarily to handle radar track reports. ~At least he hopes

that it w i l l  be possible to keep important parts of the forma t , such as message

length , locations of corresponding parts of header information and of error pro-

tection data , constant.) There appear to be definite advantages , in a system

designed to provide highly secure communications links , to data formats with con-

stant message lengths.  Padding out short messages , or grouping several together

for transmission , and breaking up longer messages into shorter “packets ” can be

used to force all messages to obey a constant length constraint .

Table 1 summarizes some prel iminary estimates of required f i e l d  s izes  in

track reports.  Al l  f i e lds  indicated are discussed below.
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Field Bits Ident if icat ion Descriptive Parameters

x 16 “Horizontal” grid coordinate 50 m resolution , 1600 km range

lo “Vertical” grid coordinate 30 m resolut ion , 1600 km range

h l. Elevation coordinate 15 m resolution , 60 km range

10 Velocity in x direction Sm/s resolution , 2500 knots range

10 Velocity in y direction Sm/ s resolution , + 2500 knots range

10 Velocity in h direction 3m/ s resolution , 2500 knots range

t
r 

18 Time oi current report 1/64 sec resolution , 1 hr range

24 Track identification See text

S Radar identifier 256 possibilities

b 32 Beacon information See text

u 32 Track quality measure See text

misc 30-100 ~1isce11aneous information Currently undefined

hdr 32 Report header See text

1~3 Report t ra i le r  Error checking

Tabie 1. Suggested information and overhead fields for radar track reports.
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All track reports are assumed in this discussion to be in terms of “net-

work-wide” coordinates such as latitude and longitude (or other rectangular)

coordinates , plus height, and their rates of change, instead of being in terms

of local coordinates such as range, azimuth and elevation (and their

rates of change) which would be more directly measurable by the individual radars .

This implies that one of the data processing functions performed at each radar

site is this translation from local to “global” coordinates. (The coordinates

assumed are not truly global , since only enough bits to locate targets within t’e

area spanned by the radar network will be assumed here . Additional transforma-

tions, with corresponding increases in field lengths , nay be necessary for informa-

tion relayed back to areas interested in larger theaters of operations.) Perform-

ing coordinate transformations at individual radar sites before sending out

track reports should considerably simplify correlation of network track reports

with detections obtained at the other radars , as it eliminates any need for

each radar keeping precise records of the locations of all other radars then

performing appropriate transformations on incoming reports. Further , it reduces

a possible N dup lications of the sane data transformation (with N radar sites in

the network) down to one transformation .

In estimating the number of bits to be used for each data fiold in a track

report , it is reasonable to allow for somewhat greater resolutions and ranges

than are currently achievable , since the antici?ated installation date of such

a network is in the late-l980’s. The suggestions here are designed to mini-

mize the probability that the network will , during its lifetime , be unable to

fully utilize the capabilities of new technology because of being locked in by

inadequate data formats.

The spatial coordinates used here will be x and y (for two rectangular

~aordinates cooresponding either to latitude and longitude or to some similar
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coordinate system better adapted to the network coverage area) and h (for height).

The possibility of compatability between the network grid system and other grid

systems such as the WGS-72 standard used by JTIDS [5] also merits investigation .

Both x and y will be assumed to be defined to a resolution of 50 meters (note

that this does not necessarily imply accuracy of 50 meters ) , and to have a range of

1600 kilometers (or approximately 1000 statute miles) . If the ori gin of the coordi-

nate system is carefully located with respect to the area covered by the network

(say, at the “lower left” corner with all coordinates positive or at the center

with both positive and negative coordinates and a sign bit included in the data), a

total of 15 bits would suffice to give this range and resolution . In order to

give more flexibility in locating the origin of the coordinate system , though,

16 bits each for x and y will be assumed here .

Somewhat different range and resolution values hold for the height , h .  For

this parameter a resolution of 15 meters (approximately 50 feet) and a range of

60,000 meters (approximately 200,000 f eet) wil l be assumed. [I n some cases , the

height field in track reports will probably be obtained from beacon data which

should be more accurate than can be ach~eved with pure radar techniques). The

range and resolution values listed can be obtained with 12 bits for h.

A ll velocity values , ± , y~
’ and ~~, will be assumed to have resolutions of approx-

imately 5 meters/second and ranges of at least 0-2500 knots (approximately 0-1:90

meters/second). Each velocity can then be represented b~’ 10 bits , including one

sign bit , since the target could be moving in any direction . (Use of 9 bits

would be marginally possible , but 10 bits is more likely to allow for advances in

the state of the art, or it could allow a range of up to almost 5,000 knots if

there were any reason for requiring such a range.)

Time measurements must also be included in the data repcrtcd if the location

and velocity parameters are to be really meaningful . At least one time field , giv- 
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ing the time at which the reported observation was made, should be included in each

track report, and additional time fields may well be useful . For the purposes of

the discussion here , one time field , tr (the time of the current report) will be

assumed. (One additional time field , the time of initial detection will be as-

sumed to be maintained in the file for each track , but it need not be sent with

each message.) A reasonable resolution requirement for the time field is that the

accuracy of target location projections should not be limited by the resolution of

the time parameter in the track reports , i .e . ,  other factors , such as the reso-

lution of location parameters should be dominant in determining the accuracy. In

order for this to hold true at maximum projected target velocit ies of 2500 knots

(approximately 1290 meters/second) at least 2 6 or 1/64 second resolution appears

to be needed. (This gives a maximum time resolution contribution to target loca-

tion error of approximately 20 meters , wi th  a mean error of approximately 10 meters ,

in comparison with the basic resolution for the x and y location parameters which

was previously assumed to be 50 meters. It is conceivable that errors in the

height parameters, h, due to time resolution might exceed the basic h resolution

of 15 meters assumed earlier , but increasing the time resolution to eliminate this

possibility does not, to ~he author , appear to be very important.) A reasonable

range in time to assume would be at least one hour , or 3600 seconds (slightly less

than ~~ seconds) . Hence , a total of 13 bits for the time parameter seems to be

reasonable.

Al though the one-hour range for time postulated should be adequate for most

tactical situations , certain locations connected to the network (which might be

called command posts, CPs) may well want to keep longer term records , poss ibly

on disks or tapes , and reference these records later . This possibility is easily

handled , though , by additional time labels on the long-term records , wh ich can

locate the time period within any desired time range , even centuries-long periods .

—4
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Some type of identification , or label , for each track report would help con-

siderably in many of the applications of the data which can be visualized. Hence

each track report in the network will be assumed to have its own unique track

number. Actual ly,  assigning a uni que track number is one of the trickier steps

in the protocols being considered , for reasons that should become obvious during

the discussion of the track number field.

Normally, a track number should be assigned by the first radar to see the

target, or at least the f irst  radar to issue a track report . (Possible techniques

for reconciling conflicts here are discussed in the next section.) The most eco-

nomical use of bits for track numbers would require that each track number be

selected from a pool of currently unused track numbers, with each radar using

the same pool of numbers . There appears to be no good way for all of the autonomous

radar sites in the network (which observe targets coming in at random times and

velocities and arriving from arbitrary directions) to use a common poo l of numbers

without conflict , so each radar will be assumed to select numbers from its own sub-

pool. This is equivalent to prefixing each track number by a radar number , corres-

ponding to the identification of the radar first reporting the track. Eight bits

for this prefix (allowing up to 236 different radars) should be generous . Another

3 bits to identify the track itself should be enough to handle the maximum number

of tracks in the network at one time with the same initial reporter. [It would

be worthwhile to check this assumption by a 3tudy of the worst credible circum-

stances for its validity to hold , however , since circumstances when it would not

be true can be visualized.) This gives a total of 16 bits for the basic track

number , but additional subfields could still be needed. The additional subfields

would help handle some of the more complex phenomena which must be managed by

the tracking algorithm s used in the network-splitting and merging of tracks .

Both spl itting and merging will occur , with a possibility that both may have oc-

curred in the past history of what is now a single track report . No attemp t to

L ___________ 
_ _
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define suitable algorithms to handle splits and mergers will be given here (in fact ,

no attempt to precisely define any tracking algorithms is being made as this is

more properly a subject of the data systems requirements study currently being

conducted by General Research Corporation). For the purposes of this report it

will simply be assumed that adequate algorithms to handle mergers and splits and

for attaching appropriate track numbers to the resulting tracks will be developed .

An extra S bits appended to the track number to help in handling splits and mergers

will be assumed here , though. This should be adequate to indicate whether the parti-

cular track report corresponds to a split and/or a merged track and how many dif-

ferent tracks have been split and/or merged before this one was obtained , but it

would not allow for full identification of the earlier tracks. (If such full

identification is needed , the length of each track report might have to be increased

substantially.) Thus , a total of 24 bits will be assumed for the track identifica-

tion number , i~ . Track numbering involves enough subtleties to indicate a need

for additional research , however.

A considerably simpler identification number, which will be denoted i , is the

number of the radar issuing the track report . (The radar whose number is implicitl y

contained in the track number , as discuss ed above , is not necessarily the radar

making the most recent report.) In keeeping with the use of S bits to represent

possible radars in initially establishing track numbers , S bits will be assumed

for i
r

Another field which is difficult to quantify is a field , denoted b , for

beacon information (which may or may not be present). An arbitrary length of

32 bits for b will be assumed here . Considerably more bits for beacon information

are used in some of the Radar—to-ROCC message formats in the Joint Surveillance

System (JSS) [6], but these JSS formats appear to be very inefficiently coded ,

so 32 bit s should be adequate. (An alternative scheme which might he used is to
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maintain all beacon information in a separate file , with only an indication of

whether a beacon return is present or not contained in the main track report .

Then only one bit need be used , to indicate presence or absence of a beacon re-

turn, in the main track report.)

Additional information fields in a typical track report are even more diffi-

cult to define precisely at this stage . Some type of measure of the quality or

accuracy of track reports could be very usefu l , and sophisticated data processing

techniques such as those associated with ~ITD or DCR should be able to produce some

very useful quality measures. Numerous possibil i t ies for such measures can be

listed, including the percentage of the last N scans on which the target was

detected by the reporting radar, strength of the returns or some measures of

the dispersion of these returns (brief examination of some actual reports of

MTD by the author [7], during his work in the summer of 1976, convinced him that

patterns in the multiple range, azimuth and velocity returns obtained from scans

of a single target contain much useful information about detection quality as

well as about the nature of the target) , or some types of estimates of the sizes

and orientations of the ambiguity regions for target location.  A fa i r ly  arbi-

trary length of 3 bits for a quality field , q, will be assumed here , but the

required number is a subject of some controversy. The 52 bits assumed here would

allow quite elaborate qual i ty  measures , such as estimates of the s izes  of error

ell ipses in each coordinate direction , but there is a strong possibility far

fewer bi ts  wi l l  be needed for a qual i ty  measure. Hopeful ly ,  the qual i ty  f ie ld

wi l l  give a real is t ic  measure of the true accuracy of the measurements , and be

in such a form that it can readily be combined with new input data from the same

or another radar si te to give an updated qual i ty  index.

Additional types of information that  ni ght be included in track reports in-

d ude more detailed information about detections obtained , such as actual doppler
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or strength measurements. (Doppler measurements from different radars, plus some

information about the relative orientations of radars and targets , should be

very useful in tracking targets taking evasive action, possibly unamibiguously

indicating such things as whether two targets actually cross paths or approach

closely and then diverge from one another without crossing.) Information about

strong sources of clutter or other disturbances (readily extracted from clutter

maps such as those maintained by MTD) should also be useful , especially in an

ECM environment. Approximately 50 to 100 bits (or even more) might well be used

for such additional information.

All of the information fields discussed so far contain some type of informa-

tion about the target tracks. Additional fields in the track reports will be

needed for overhead purposes , primarily to help in handling communication of in-

formation among different locations . Such information is normally included in

two main locations , a header (at the start of the report) and a trailer (at the

end), though other locations for parts of the data are sometimes used . Both

a header and a trailer will be assumed here .

Information in the header will include data indicating what type of trans-

mission this is (recall that many other types of transmissions besides track

reports will flow through the network), synchronizing and control information,

possibly some information about the priority of the transmission , any sequence

counts or other message numbers that are used to keep track of messages , possibly

some bits that are used to acknowledge information sent from the other end of

the colmnunication link (if acknowledgements are required and “piggy-backing ” of

acknowledgements on data messages is used), plus any information relevant to

congestion or other measures of the conditions at individual locations (which

can be very useful for routing of directed messages or allocation of coinmunica-

tions capacity between flows in two directions). Although the functions to be 

--- -~~~~~~ . - - -~~~
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performed with the aid of header information should be much simpler in this type

of specialized network than they are in more complex and more general networks

such as the ARPANET computer network [8], a fair number of bits will probably be

needed even in this network. A figure of 32 bits will be assumed for the purposes

of developing preliminary report size estimates .

Although a variety of functions for trailers can be defined , only one function ,

transmission error protection, will be considered here. It should be possible to

provide adequate error protection with fairly moderate numbers of error check bits

if these are only used to detect (not correct) errors. If one of the standard

polynomial codes with approximately 16 check bits is used, the probability of

undetected errors should be low enough that it can be ignored [9]. (LSI chips

to perform the encoding and decoding functions for some of these codes are

readily available from vendors.) On the other hand , actual error correction

in the type of environment anticipated here, where error rates could become

very high (especially when jamming is going on), would require far more over-

head, probably requiring considerably more check bits than information bits.

A trailer length of 16 bits will be assumed here.

The total projected length of track reports , based on the assumptions given

above and tabulated in Table 1, is 286 to 336 bits. A value of 320 bits will

be assumed whenever necessary to make calculations in the remainder of this

report, and in add itional research curr ent ly be ing done, since this is a reasonably

round numbered value within the projected range.

POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO TRACKING

Al though this report does not discuss tracking algorithms in depth , a

few suggestions on tracking algorithms which have been made will be briefl y

treated here. The emphasis of the discussion is to point out important
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problems related to tracking which the author feels are fundamental problems

that must be solved if a satisfactory radar network is to be developed .

Two major classes of tracking algorithms for the network have been dis-

cussed: a class in which, at any one time , one designated “reporter” radar

is in charge of reporting each track being observed by the network (though

different tracks could have different “reporters”), and a second class in which

any radar observing a tracked object and having something useful to report may

report it , with no single radar having explicit responsibility for a target

at any given time. Although the former approach would conserve bandwidth in

the communications facilities , and might be s impler to implement , the latter

approach has more potential for developing a really powerful approach to net-

working in the future, since it gives the cat acility of using frequent looks by

multiple non-responsible sites to track maneuvering targets. It will be the

primary type of algorithm discussed in later sections .

Part of the reason for the greater potent ial  of a network wi th  multi p le

radars reporting the same track is indicated by F igure 4 which is a sketch of

ambiguity ellipses for target locations obtained by two asynchronously scan-

ning radars tracking the same target [10] . As the fi gure indicates , the difference

in locations of the two radars results in considerably different orientations

for the ambiguity elli pses. Intuitively, it seems that it should be possible

to devise a tracking algorithm , using inputs from both radars , such that the

overall ambiguity along any spatial coordinate would be close to the minimum

of the values in this same direction applying for the two radars . The result-

ing ambiguity figures would probably not be el l i ptical , but they would be

considerably smaller than any of the curves in Figure 4.

Tracking algorithms which utilize information from all radars in a close

to optimum manner probably will not be feasible in a radar network of the type
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envisioned, however. Rather than sending complete information on all target

detections to a central location which combines the various reports to generate

tracks, tracking will be don e at each radar location using the best informa-

tion available at that location at the time the track is computed . The

information used would be any tracks reported to that location by other radars ,

plus measurements obtained by the radar computing the track (if it also sees

the target), or it could conceivably include information from two or more

distinctly numbered track reports sent in by different radars that have not

yet reconciled their reports for the same target , if two such reports arrive

within the brief integration period allowable at one location before it must

send information on to its neighbors . Algorithms to successfully handle such

varied sources of data need to be developed . This development is critical to

the success of the radar netting effort if the approach with multiple radars

reporting the same track is adopted.

Another fundamental problem related to tracking which needs to be solved

is determining when each radar should transmit track reports. to its neighbors .

Actual ly , two major classes of reporting functions will ~e performed , relaying

unmodified copies of reports received from other neighboring radars and send-

ing out new track reports generated at the radar site. Although the normal

reason for generating a new track report at the site should be to incorporate

information about the track obtained by actual measurement at a site which

“sees ” the target , other reasons (such as a need , according to the tracking

algorithm being used , to merge two distinct incoming track reports into one)

are conceivable. Simple re laying of track reports is really a communication

function rather than a t racking function , so routing algorithms , protocols ,

e t c . ,  for the relay function are discussed in the next section . Only general

comments on determining when to transmit new track reports are included here .
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If a good tracking algorithm for use in the radar network is developed , it

is reasonable to expect that any radar which sees a particular target would be

able to improve (on a statistical basis) the accuracy of incoming track

reports which do not incorporate its most recent data by generating new

reports which do incorporate the data. In the network being studied , though ,

track reports can be expected to flow among different radars in patterns which

are not entirely predictable in advance, so it may be difficult to determine

which radars have contributed to generating a given track report at a part icu-

lar instant of time . (Although each report of new information will have an

originator identified , it is unlikely that a list of contributors will be main-

tained in each track report file.) Limiting each radar to generating no more

than one track report update per scan for each target it sees would guarantee that

each new piece of information is only used once in this manner. In addition to

limiting unpredictable variations in the accuracy of tracking (due to treating

identical observations as if they were independent) , this would eliminate any

possibility of having a single new piece of data cause generation of a large

number of .ipdated track reports (i.e., radar A uses its new observation to

generate a new track report which it sends to B, then B--which also observes

the target--generates a new report sent to A , then A takes this new report to

combine with the same observation used just previously and sends a second re-

~ort to B, etc.).

The proposed algorithm of allowing a radar to generate no more than one

track report update per scan for each target it sees has some l imitations since

a major goal of the pronosed network is to al low new information to be dissemi-

nated throughout the network as rapidly as possible , while the algorithm implies

considerable delay may occur before some new reports may be sent out . The

proposed procedure doesn ’t l imit speed of dissemination as much as might at

-
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f irst appear , though , since no appreciable delay before retransmitting (un-updated)

reports from other nodes has been assumed. (Such reports from other nodes should

already include information from the local node ’s last observation , if they are

received any appreciable time after the local node has sent its update to adja-

cent nodes.) Without some algorithm such as that indicated , there appears to be

a strong possibi l i ty the network wi l l  become saturated with  superfluous reports.

Cons iderable additional study on techniques for avoiding this is needed , however.

An algorithm for determining when to make track reports which has been

suggested by ESD XRT [11] might well make the concerns about generating

multiple track reports above become meaningless. The suggestion uses a “dual

box” algorithm. Two “boxes” about projected target positions (as determined

by current track reports) are defined . Each box corresponds , at a given instant

of time, to a volume in space about the predicted location of the target at

that instant . (The precise shape of the box has not been specified . Further ,

the appropriate “state space” may include ID , split and merge characteristics ,

velocity, doppler discr iminants , maneuvering condition , etc.) One box is

smaller than , and entirely inside , the other larger box. If the observed tar-

get position is inside the smaller box , no new target report is transmitted .

If the observed position is between the two boxes , a new track report is made

but no new track is defined;  the most common cause of this would probably be a

maneuvering target . Finally, if the observed position is outside the larger

box , the observation is assumed to correspond to a new target (or possibl y a false

alarm) . When an adequate number of such reports to define a new track (and

largely exclude the possibility of false alarms) have been obtained , a new

track report (numbered by the issuing radar) is made .

Some more detailed guidelines for report generation/redundancy removal ,

which have been suggested by ESD XRT [11], are as follows :
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1. Each incoming track report received by a node is compared for

message identity with messages already in the message file. ~f

the message is already in the file , it is dumped; otherwise it

is sent to the system track processor as a track-update report .

2. Each track-update report (internally generated or received via

the communications system) is examined against the stored system

track files. If the report falls within the smaller box about

the projected stored track , the track is continued and the message

dumped , otherwise

3. If the report is outside the smaller box , ~ut within the larger box ,

the system track file is updated and a track update report is sent

out to all neighboring nodes (except the one from which the carrespond-

ing message was received if it was externally generated) , or

4. If the report is outsi~ie the larger box , it is filed as a tentative

new track if the report was received as an update or was generated

at that node , or as a definite new track report . The new track re-

port is then sent out on lines not having reported it in.

5. Provide for complete system track file dump upon request from a

neighbor t for auto-reg istration and sign-on) or for rare system-wide

checks.

A .though these algorithms appear to he usefu l , numerous questiols need to

be answered . Hence , considerable additional work on further study of the al2o-

rithms is needed.

Some conflicts in track numbers utilized by different radars appear to

be inevitable , though they may not be very frequent . At times , more than

one radar will transmit a new track report on the same target to its neighbors.

This will occur whenever the second radar ’s report is ready to go out befc-re

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _
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it has fully received and correlated the other radar ’s report with its ow-n

data. Also , there will be occasions when two or more tracks will be merged

into one for other reasons. An algorithm for selecting unique track numbers

in such cases is needed. Such algorithms should be easy to develop if informa-

tion in the track report formats suggested above is used , however . The most

relevant information to use is the quality of the track report , giving precedence

to the best quality report . A second information field that could be used

if this does not resolve the conflict is one of the time fields , possibly favor-

ing the radar that saw the target first. A final tie-breaking decision could

always be based on the radar ’s number, say giving precedence to the lower

numbered one. Thus, reasonably simple algorithms which would always succeed

in resolving conflicts can be defined.

The material given is far from a complete analysis of tracking, but no

further discussion of tracking algorithms will be given here . The next section

discusses some ideas relevant to communications protocols , which have been

enphasi:ed more than tracking algorithms in the author ’s work to date.

CO~ 4UN I CA TTONS PROTOCOL CON SIDE RA TI ONS

As has been stated earlier , a wide variety of t~nes of information can be

expected to flow over the communications links in the radar network . Some

reasonable techniques for handling such information flows are discussed in this

section. The recommendations here are still tentative , but they tend to be more

precise than those made in most other sections since communications protocols

have been a major focus of the author ’s work.

S~~chronous Transmission Schemes Suggested

Communication between nei ghboring radars , or other nei ghboring nodes in the
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network , wil l  be assumed to occur in a synchronous manner , with all informa-

tion sent in fIxed size data blocks (which will probably approximate 320 bits

in length , according to the discussion of track report lengths given earlier).

(Synchronization need only be for each individual link , not system wide , as

all links operate independently of one another.) The block length used will

be assumed to be selected primarily to fit the requirements of radar track

reports since the number of such reports transmitted should great ly exceed

the numbers of any other types of blocks sent through the network and the pro-

jected lengths for radar track reports appear to be reasonab 1 e for most other

types of transmissions . if necessary , long transmissions can be broken up into

several successive blocks or packets , and short transmissions can be padded out

to the appropriate length or (preferably) several short transmissions can be

chained together to form one packet .-

The preferred type of synchronous transmission in a tactical environment

is probably completely synchronous transmission , i.e., successive packets

follow one another over the communications link without intervening pauses ,

even if some of the packets transmitted are empty (which would be indicated

by a header) . (Encryption might or might not be used , but this can largely

be ignored in the current discussion since it would have little impact on

data rates and communication protocols. The main inpact would be on the data

processing requirements for encryption and decryption at each end of the link.)

The complete ly synchronous mode of operation suggested simplifies clocking

requirements at each node , which can lock onto the pattern expected and hold

onto it reasonably well even in a very hostile environment with heavy jamming.

Some penalty is paid in the sense of having unused packets transmitted (thoug h

nothing is reall y lost ~hen the extra ~apacity would otherwise be unused) and

the possibility of slight extra delays for data that comes in for trans-

_  _ -
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mission, but the extra delays can be expected to be minimal and no signifi-

cant loss of capacity due to unused packets will be observed under heavy

loading conditions (when virtually all packets will be used productivel y).

Use of a completely synchronous mode of operation also eliminates the need

for using extra bits for “framing” (establishing message synchronization) at

the beginning (and possibly the end) of each transmission . Hence, no bits for

framing were included in the track report formats discussed earlier . Further, a

major advantage of completely synchronous operation in a tactical environment

is that it makes intelligence work by an enemy more difficult; in particular ,

no useful information could be obtained by monitoring the amount of “data”

transmitted throughout the network wince the volume would remain constant

regardless of whether useful information was contained in the packets or not .

The completely synchronous mode of operation suggested has some sli ght

similarity to synchronous time division multiplexing (STDM) [l ], but the com-

parison is not too close since a particular slot is not dedicated to a particular

conversation . In the radar network the majority of the messages sent are expected

to be sing le packet messages , so there is no need for a long term dedication of

a portion of a link’ s capacity to handling any particular message . Except for

the fact that the starting and ending times of packets (including some packets

that may be empty) are precisely determined , the completely synchronous mode

is even more similar to asynchronous time division multiplexing .-\TDM) [13]

since an incoming message always utilizes the first packet time slot occurring

after it arrives (if there are no messages queued up) or after it makes its

way to the head of the waiting line . STDM , ATDM and the completely synchronous

node of operation suggested are all dIfferent forms of tine-division multiple

access (TDMA ) [14]. 

—_ -— —



Some modifications to the completely synchronous node of operation wi ll

be necessary if the communications paths in the network are not full duplex

(i.e., capable of transmitting information in both directions simultaneously).

A typical case where full duplex operation would not be possible is when one

antenna is used for both transmitting and receiving, with all transmissions

falling within the same frequency band . Use of adequate time and/or frequency

diversity to provide full duplex channels may be feasible , but satisfactorily

allocating time and frequency slots among all nodes in a network of the type

ant ici pated may pose formidable  problems . Hence , fu l l  dup lex channels may not

be feasible. No adequate study of the problems to be expected in satisfactori l.-

allocating channels for full duplex operation has been made .

If only half duplex (one direction at a t ime) communication channels sh~ui-i

have to he used , an “almost completely synchronous” mode of operation is indicated ,

with reversals of the direction of information transfer occurring at instants of

tine known to both ends of the transmission links . (This node is less desirable

than a completely synchronous mode , with one of its major limitations being in-

ferior traffic security.) Since the relative volumes of information transfer

in the two directions will often differ, and will change with time , techniques

for allocating communications capacity between the two directions are needed .

:f information about current congestion conditions e .g., the amount of buffer

in use or similar measures of congestion ) is included in the packets sent , appro-

priate information for allocating capacity between the two -directions should be

available at both ends of the link . Al gorithms for determining this capacity

allocat ion should be easy to define . One caution that should be observed , how-

ever , is that a node should not unilaterally change its mode of transmitting

and receiving without verification that the other end is going to make corres-

ponding changes in its behavior. Either a message signalling the change must
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be sent and acknowledged or information automatically causing the change to

occur (e.g. , a particular type of congestion situation) must have been sent

and acknowledged before the change occurs . (Even under these conditions , loss

of the required acknowledgments could initiate interesting error recovery

situations.)

With either full duplex or half duplex channels normally used , there are

likely to be occasions where a receiving node needs to turn off its transmitters

for a period of time (using blinking or decoys or because of a move), but still

needs to receive update information , to keep its system file current . In such

cases, simplex (one-way) operation m ay be routine for a period of time .

One other important problem that must be solved in selecting the appro-

priate communications mode is interference from communications links other

than the ones connecting a particular node to its neighbors. Conflicting

predictions on how much interference is likely are currently being made , but

the author suspects it will be a problem for a few of the l inks at least during

some periods of time . Possible methods f~r handling it include using different

frequency bands or time intervals for transmission on different inks , using

h ighly  directional transmitting and receiving antennas , and using different

encoding and decoding sequences (if spread spectrum techniques are used) [15].

Ma~or Classes of Data Transmissions

Altho ugh it is currently impossible to itemize all classes of data trans-

missions (due to inadequate definition of the total svstem~ , a few major

classes can be listed.

One type of transmission , which has already been discussed , is that of

radar track reports. Such reports will doubtless he by far the most common

members of a class which might be called non-directed transmissions , since they
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are not really directed toward any particular nodes. Non-directed transmissions

will normally be expected to disseminate essentially the same information to

all (or virtually all) nodes. In addition to track reports , a number of other

types of messages are expected to use this mode , but no list of such message

types is available yet.

The majority of the other messages bes ides track reports handled by the

network will probably be directed messages sent from one particular node to

another node specified in the header for such messages. (Routing mechanisms to

insure that such messages are directed correctly are covered in a later subsection.)

Typical uses of directed messages will be for network setup or reconfiguration

(which is expected to be handled via directed messages sent between a network

control node and specified additional nodes in the network) or dissemination of

command and control information to aircraft or weapons systems and reception of

information from such systems (which are expected to be handled via directed

messages between some types of command and contro l posts or centers and appro-

priate information dissemination nodes , possibly nodes using JTIDS links for

communication across the FEBA). Numerous other messages to t’erform various

functions of the current TACS [4] could be listed.

Most , if not all , of the directed transmissions are expected to require

definite confirmation they have been correctly received at their destination .

Error detection coding, with either positive acknowled gements or both positive

acknowled gements and negative acknowl edgements plus retransmissions (after no

acknowledgement is received within a specified time-out period in the former

case or a negative acknowledgement is received in the latter case) should

adequately handle the required confirmations.

Since some types of messages in the network are certain to have more critical

time constraints than others , at least a limited degree of priority structure
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should be incorporated . At minimum , this should allow for two types of data

flows , a “regular” or “routine” flow and an “expedited” or “priori ty” flow ,

with expedited messages waiting at a given node transmitted before regular

messages destined to go out over the same link .

The different types of messages , their priorities , the addresses to which

they may be directed and other needed information will be contained in a header

at the beginning of the packet .

Error Handling Mechanisms

The primary error control mechanism planned is error detection , with retrans-

mission of (at least the more critical) erroneous messages. This approach is

almost universally accepted for data transmissions over burst noise channels

such as most radio channels or even telephone channels [16]. Effective error

control for such channels is also possible with fairly powerful error cor-

recting codes, such as rate 1/2 or 1/3 convolutional codes [U], but such codes

typically require more than 100% overhead (100% overhead and 200% overhead for

the rate 1/ 2 and 1/ 3 codes , respectively) in order to be effective for channels

of the general type envisioned here . Conversely, very effective error detec-

tion is possible with far less overhead for check~bits [9] (the 16 check bits

out of 320 bits per packet assumed earlier represent 5% overhead). So long as

errors and consequent retransmissions are not too frequent (more than 1% of the

messages retransmitted should be unusual), the total overhead for error detection

and retransmission should be far less than that for error correction. In addi-

tion, the decoding equipment for error detection is far simpler than that for

error correction which can require the equivalent of fairly sophisticated com-

puters at each site for performing this function alone .
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Error detection and retransmission imply the use of either positive acknow-

ledgements alone, with retransmission occurring if no acknowledgement is rece ived

within a specified timeout period , or both pos itive and negative acknowledgements,

with retransmission if a negative acknowledgement is received [18]. Both types of

acknowledgement schemes are in common use in currently existing systems .

One subject of debate in the current literature is whether acknowledgements

should be handled on a link-by-link basis or on an end-to-end basis, [19] i.e.,

whether verification of successful transmission across each individual link in a

path traversing several nodes or simply verification that the message has reached

its final destination should be used. A hop-by-hop acknowledgement scheme is

currently favored (by the author) for the radar network , with occasional end-to-

end acknowledgements also used for those cases where verification of reception of

messages by the intended receiver is most critical . As the discussion of possible

acknowledgement schemes given here indicates , it is possible to provide hop-by-

hop acknowledgements with very low overhead requirements for acknowledgements if

acknowled gements are “piggy-backed” on data transmissions . Such acknowledgements

become almost free and should be adequate for most purposes . Also , hop-by-hop

acknowledgements imply that an intermediate node along the path has a more clearly

defined period of responsibility for a message, beginning when the message is

first received and ending when acknowledgement of successful receipt by the next

node comes in. This implies that the nodes can operate more nearly independently

of one another. The choice between hop-by-hop and end-to-end acknowledgments

has not been firmly made , however.

Although the error detection and retransmission schemes listed should take

care of the vast majority of the errors that occur , there will be occasions when

more complex error handling routines become necessary . Typical cases when such

routines ara needed are cases when multiple attempts at retransmission are un-

_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  
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successful or when important reply messages are missed (the acknowledgement scheme

outlined below will require special error recovery routines in rare cases, for

example) . Development of adequate error recovery algorithms is normally the most

complex part of developing a communications protocol , and no attempt to fully

develop such algorithms will be made here. A few useful guidelines to such a

development will be given, though [20-22].

One of the most important characteristics of successful error handling algor-

ithms is that they must be complete; i.e., they must handle all possible circum-

stances. The only real way to insure that the algorithms are complete is via an

exhaustive listing and evaluation of all possible situations . Both graphical and

tabular forms of such listings are possible , although the graphical forms (wh ich

are simi lar to detailed state diagrams) may be easier to interpret. For each

possible state of the system (determined by its past history) , and each poss ible

new input ( i . e . ,  message received correctly or incorrectly,  or even missed) , the

next state and any output (i.e., messages sent) must be listed . The behavior of

the system can then be traced through to verify that it will successfully handle

all foreseeable conditions . Although the procedure is tedious , it is the best

procedure known for verifying that a protocol is complete.

One additional point that should be mentioned is that the location in the

network which is responsible for error recovery in a particular situation should

always be predetermined, with essentially no conditions under which transmission

of a particular message from one location to another causes a shift in responsi-

bili ty. The motivation for this suggestion is some problems which are encountered

with IBM ’s Binary Synchronous Communications (BSC) [23] in circumstances where

transmission of an LOT character from one location to another transfers responsi-

bility for error control. (In BSC ’s terminology , this transmission causes an

interchange of MASTER and SLAVE status between the two ends of the link.) A lost
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EOT occurring under these circumstances is probably the most serious error that

can occur in a system using BSC .

Routing Algorithms

Routing of nondirected transmissions , such as track reports , should be re-

latively simple. An algorithm suggested by ESD [11] is so simple and powerful

that the author has not been able to appreciably improve on it. This is to

have each node which receives a nondirected message relay the transmission on to

all neighboring nodes save the one (or ones) from which the message came. It is

trivial to verify that this algorithm will quickly disseminate such messages to

all nodes to which communication paths exist. Some possible slight modifications

to this algorithm which the author considers likely are for cases where a track

report is being relayed throughout the network and the radar at the relaying node

also sees the target . Under such circumstances , the node may need to update the

report before relaying it , but resolving whether this should be done or not should

be part of developing suitable tracking algorithms for the network .

Routing of directed transmissions should be slightly more complex , hut another

algorithm (also suggested to the author by ESD [11]) appears to give a simple way

of handling this. The algorithm assumes each node maintains records of the links

on which incoming nondirected messages originating at other nodes were first re-

ceived. Such links should be the initial links in the shortest (i.e., quickest)

paths for sending directed messages to the nodes which originated the nondirected

messages. Hence , directed messages can normally be routed from node to node

along the best path by providing tables in memory at each node indicating which

outgoing link is best for messages to each possible destination . Any changes

in network configuration , capabilities , or persistent congestion along certain

paths will automatically be handled by changes in these tables which occur when
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nondirected messages arrive via different routings.

The major potential weakness of this routing algorithm for directed mes-

sages which has been visualized to date would arise if there are any potential

destination nodes which do not originate nondirected mess ages for long periods of

time. Such nodes could include some very important types of nodes , such as the

possible Command and Control Post/Center nodes or forward area command and control

nodes which communicate with aircraft or other systems via JTIDS or similar means ,

if essentially all the messages sent out from these nodes are directed . A simple

remedy to this problem is to require that any node send out at least one non-

directed message of some type within a reasonable time period (ten seconds to a

minute or so seems reasonable). Thus, if the node does not have any track reports

or other normal types of nondirected messages to send , it would still be required

to periodically announce its existence to the rest of the network. The routings

by which these messages reach other nodes would then be used to find routings for

directed messages.

One other problem which will need to be handled is what happens to directed

messages when something happens to disable the paths they are using while they

are enroute. Presumably , error handling routines to deal with this problem will

be included among the system error routines .

Modifying the Network Structure

One of the more important features of the radar network is expected to be

the ease with which it can be modified as the tactical situation changes . ~.1odifi-

cations can result from nodes being knocked out by enemy action , from nodes being

moved from one location to another (normally close by) location , or from new nodes

being brought in (say additional radars being added to fill in network blind spots)



or from other reasons. The communication links used by the network and the routings

used for messages will need to be adjusted as these changes occur .

in essential first step in modifying the network structure is to make the

operating portions of the network aware of the need for a change. In cases where

nodes are removed from the network , this should be fairly simp 1~~. Scheduled re-

movals could be announced by appropriate messages sent from the node being deacti-

vated to other nodes with which it is already in communication , while unscheduled

removals (where a node suddenly disappears) should soon be discovered when no

messages l eaving that node are received at its neighboring nodes.

Network reconfigurations resulting from fairly minor movements of nodes

should also be reasonably simple to handle , especially if some notice of the

planned move has been given to the network . Transmissions from the new location

will ~robably be received reasonably well by at least one of the neighboring

nodes which were previously in communication with the relocated node despite

the fact that these nodes may be using narrow-beam receiving antennas for com-

munications . (Some planned rotation of the receiving antennas to approximately

the correct angles for receiving from the new location can be done in prepara-

tion for receiving the first messages if the move is preplanned. This could

even handle planned movements over more substantial distances.)

The most difficult changes in network structure to handle should be those

where a new node is ready to be added and the operating nodes have no prior

notice of this. (In a highly confused tactical situation , this could be the

normal case.) An especially difficult special case can occur when all of the

logical neares t neighbors for the added node in a reconf igured ne twork alread y

are in communication with the maximum number of neighboring nodes they can com-

municate with. (Recall that a normal maximum limit on this number , assumed to

he four neighboring nodes in diagrams drawn, was assumed earl ier . )  Develop ing
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techniques for notifying the rest of the network of the need to reconfigure

under such conditions will require considerable effort. It will be assumed

here , though, that suitable techniques can be developed . (Possible mechanisms

include sending out special short messages at high enough power to be heard

even on side lobes of the directional receiving antennas, including otnni-

directional antennas at nodes specifically to receive such “reconfigure” mes-

sages , having the new node send in special signals at radar frequency which

can be recognized by the radar receiver when it scans that location , sending

information to airborne relay stations which can send them on to the network ,

etc. ECM implications of these possible mechanisms have not been studied.)

A lthough individual radars are expected to operate autonomously under normal

conditions, some type of centralized control over network reconfigurations is

needed in order to insure that reconfigurations are done in a globally optimum

manner. Hence, information about requests to be added to or disconnected from

the network are assumed to be relayed to one or more network controller nodes

(which also are responsible for deciding when unscheduled removals occur) . In

order to insure survivability of the network , a number of nodes should be

capable of handling the network controller function , and each of these nodes

should be connected to the rest of the network by several communications links.

Al l requests for changes in the network configuration will be made via ~lirected

messages sent to the network controller nodes , and the reconfiguration will then

be accomplished via directed messages from these controller nodes to other nodes

instructing them to perform such operations as disconnecting certain communication

l inks and establishing others .

Presumably the network controller nodes might also have responsibility for

coordinating other possible network functions such as “~‘linking ” of radars to

confuse anti-radiation missiles (ARMs). Innumerable questions about how blinking
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would be managed can be enumerated , such as whether a blinking radar turns off

both its radar and its communication links when it blinks (or turns them on and

off during different time periods), how rerouting of diverted messages is achieved

if and when communication links are disabled in this manner , etc. Such questions

are beyond the scope of this preliminary study , how ever .

A Suggested Acknowled gement A lgorithm

Some debate is currently going on over the extent to which message acknow-

ledgements (either positive or negative) are necessary . Since radar track re-

ports can be expected to be updated fairly frequently, little degradation ir~ per-

formance is expected if reports containing errors are simply igiiored . This

assumes a good error detecting code is used , but this poses ni difficulties.)

Neither positive nor negative acknowledgements appear to be very useful for most

track reports. On the other hand , positive verification of receipt of some

other types of messages is expected to be very definitely needed , so some types

of messages will require acknowledgements.

Although both positive and negative acknowledgements (signifying, re-

specti~ ely, that messages have been received correctly or with detected errors~

are used in many commercial transmission contro l procedures , only positi ve

acknowledgements are really required for a successful communications contro l

procedure . (This is verified by the fact that a number of systems are operating

successfully with only positive acknowledgements used.) Both positive and nega-

tive acknowled gements will be used in the techniques proposed here , but the

tradeoffs between this procedure and an approach using only positive acknowled ge-

ments merit further study.

E~espite the fact that a large percentage of the messages that flow through

the network do not appear to require acknowledgements , the author currently

L
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favors an approach which uses positive or negative acknowledgement for each mes-

sage, but with these acknowledgements “piggy-backed” on other messages flowing in

the return direction (in a manner described more precisely below) to minimi:e

overhead. Some of his motivations for using acknowledgements for all messages are

as follows : 1) Treating all messages alike in this manner gives a much cleaner

and simpler protocol. Although the difference in simplicity of the two approaches

is minimal under normal conditions , it will become much more obvious under error

recovery conditions , when having to check for several different special cases

can become very tedious . 2) When errors do occur, they may occur at unpredictable

locations within a message , with the header indicating the message type as likely

to be corrupted as any information . Hence , the information indicating whether ac-

knowledgements are desired or not could easily be the information lost when errors

occur . (It should be noted , however , that this will only, cause problems when

both positive and negative acknowledgements are used; with only positive acknow-

ledgements used , an acknowledgement can onl y be expected to occur when the header

is received correctly.) 3) In general , the final decision on whether a particular

transmission should be repeated or not (or other error recovery techniques at-

tempted) when an error has been detected should normall y be made at the transmitting

location rather than the receiving locations , as the transmitting location ;~ill

have much more complete information about messages. (The information indicating

whether the message was critical or not could easily be the information received

in error.) Even the types of messages which normally would not require acknow-

ledgements can conceivably become critical under certain conditions (e.g.,

there nay well be a very limited number of track reports which really are

critical), and the information determining this is most likel y to be available

at the transmitting location. ~~ If the acknowledgement messages are “p igg v_

backed” on other transmissions in the manner suggested below , acknowledgement
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overhead becomes minimal , so little if any penalty is incurred by sending some

acknowledgements which might not appear to be absolutely essential.

The piggybacked acknowledgement scheme suggested here (a tentative suggest ion

only at this point) is motivated by the piggy-backed acknowledgement schemes used

in some of the newer communications line control disciplines such as IBM ’s SDLC

[24] or the International Standards Organization ’s (ISO ’s) HDLC [25]. A some-

what different version of a piggy-backed acknowledgement scheme, designed speci-

fically for the type of completely synchronous communication anticipated for the

radar network is suggested here . The major difference between the type of com-

munication in the radar network and that handled by such disciplines as SDLC or

I-IDLC , with regard to potential acknowledgement schemes , is that no known percen-

tage of the messages flowing in a network managed by SDLC or HDLC is expected to

~o in a particular direction , but the completely synchronous operation used by

the radar network implies that return messages always come back at predefined

times. Hence , the radar network is always guaranteed to send a return message ,

on which one or more acknowledgements can be miggy-backed , within a known period

of ~irne. Another significant difference is that SDLC and HDLC always assume that

erroneous messages are repeated , while repetition may or may not be required with

the radar network .

An example of a reasonable scheme for using piggybacked acknowledgements wil

be developed for a case where transmission is half-duplex , with the division of

capacitY between the two directions of transmission restricted to be l - ~ and

3,’4, or 1/. and 1, 2 , or 3/-~- and 1/4, i.e., each end of the link could use either

l , or 3 of every 4 packet time slots for its transmissions with the other end

getting the remaining slots. (Modifications for numerous other possible divisions

of canacitv between the two directions of transmission should be obvious once

this case has been explained . Obvious simplifications can be made if true ful l
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duplex operation should prove to be feasible.) The suggested approach yields

either a positive or a negative acknowledgement for each message at the cost

of six extra bits in each message (except in what should be extremely rare error

recovery situations).

Let a, b, c, d, e and f represent the six bits used for acknowledgements.

(They could occur at any desired location in the radar track report packet format

discussed earl ier , probably in successive bit positions.) Bits a, b and c will

be discussed first, with discussion of d, e and f following. The format for

information flow will be assumed to be 3 packets in one direction followed by I in

the other, then a repetition of this pattern, for unbalanced data f l ows , and a

simple alternation of one packet in one direction , then one packet in the other

direction, for balanced flows .

Consider unbalanced flows first. The end receiving three packets for each

one it transmits will use bits a, b and c for positive or negative acknowledge-

ments of the three packets , with 1 representing a positive acknowledgement and

0 a negative acknowledgement . Thus, abc = 101 will positively acknowledge the

first and third packets and negatively acknowledge the second (i.e., errors

have been detected in the second packet only). The end receiving single packets

will , similarl y, use lxx and Oxx for positive and negative acknowledgements , re-

spectively. (An x in this notation indicates a “don ’t care” bit , whose value

is immaterial.) There is some slight excess redundancy in acknowledgements sent

from the end transmitting three packets in a row (and using the lxx or Oxx formats)

since such acknowl edgements will be repeated three times , but the excess overhead

is minimal. (Also , the repetitions can help to insure acknowledgements actually

get through correctly. Since a reasonably powerful error detecting code is as-

sumed to be used , the first of the three acknowledgements for which a valid error

check is obtained might well be accepted; taking a majority vote among the three 
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repetitions should give minimal additional gains in insuring correct reception.)

For balanced flows , an analogous acknowledgement mechanism can be used , but

with lxx and Oxx formats used in both directions.

The formats suggested should , if the packets in which they are encoded are

received correctly, give positive and negative acknowledgements for all packets.

If errors occur in packets, though, additional complications come in since the

locations of errors are unpredictable. Thus, at any time when a negative ac-

knowled gement has been received for a particular packet , the acknowledgement bits

accompanying the negatively acknowledged packet cannot be assumed to be correct .

An example where acknowledgements would need to be repeated is the case above

where an acknowledgement pattern is 101; in this case, the acknowledgement bits

from the second message would need to be repeated even if the message itself were

riot critical enough to be repeated. (This step is necessary since messages in-

cluded in the packets which were negatively acknowledged may or may not be repeated.)

Bits d, e and f are used for repetitions of acknowledgements bits in any

cases where this is necessary . A brief itemization of possible cases (not in-

cluded here) indicates that all possible cases where repetition of acknowledge-

ment bits might be desirable can readily be handled in this manner, except for

what should be extremely rare cases where a number of successive repetitions of

the acknowledgement bits fail to get through . Special error recovery routines

nay be needed for these rare occasions .

-
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SU~ 4ARY

A description of the current status of plan s for a future Air Force tact 1-

cal radar network has been given and some of the major problem areas expected

to be encountered in developing such a system have been mapped out . Major areas

covered have included typical network topologies , projected forms for track re-

ports , possible approaches to tracking, and initial communications protocol con-

siderations . The final area listed , communications protocols , has been studied

the most thoroughly of the areas listed , with some suggestions made concerning

synchronous transmission schemes , major classes of data transmissions , error

handl ing mechanisms , routing algorithms , making modifications to the network

structure, and possible techniques for handling acknowledgements.

This report is only a brief introduction to a highly comp lex network which

is under conceptual development . Hopefully, a number of the suggestions here

will be useful in further definition of the network , either being incorporated

into network design or stimulating the development of superior techni ques. Ful l

development of a suitable network will require a large-scale effort over a num-

ber of years. The author hopes that he will be able to contribute usefully to

this effort by means of this report , by completion of additional studies being

done under AFOSR Grant No. ~~-3339, and through some continuation studies for

which a proposal is currently being written .
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